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Chapter 9Chapter 9

Levels of representationLevels of representation
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IntroductionIntroduction

 We already know about underlying We already know about underlying 
(phonological) and surface (phonetic) (phonological) and surface (phonetic) 
level, phonological rules, and rule orderinglevel, phonological rules, and rule ordering

 If you look up the pronunciation of a word If you look up the pronunciation of a word 
in a dictionary, you will find it is normally in a dictionary, you will find it is normally 
given in “phonemic” transcriptiongiven in “phonemic” transcription

•• ignoring phonetic detail [ignoring phonetic detail [pphhnn]]

•• cf. morphology: only lexemes, not inflected cf. morphology: only lexemes, not inflected 
formsforms

 Not necessarily the underlying Not necessarily the underlying 
representation, e.g. representation, e.g. lookedlooked //llktkt/ not / not 
//llkdkd/ : level in between?/ : level in between?
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Different Different kindskinds of rulesof rules

 Voicing Voicing alternationalternation in plural: related in plural: related 
to morphologyto morphology
•• in cat/z/ ‘cats’ but not in catin cat/z/ ‘cats’ but not in cat--/z//z/oooo

 Aspiration Aspiration in English: “lowin English: “low--level” level” 
phonetic rulephonetic rule
•• automatic, applies always automatic, applies always 

 Different Different kindskinds of rules: of rules: 
•• Voicing Voicing alternation=“lexical” [more alternation=“lexical” [more 

phonologicalphonological]]
•• Aspiration=“postlexical” [more phonetic]Aspiration=“postlexical” [more phonetic] 44

Kinds of rulesKinds of rules

 Theory about Theory about where in the where in the 
grammar grammar phonological rules applyphonological rules apply

•• some rules apply in connection to some rules apply in connection to 
morphology, e.g. when morphemes are morphology, e.g. when morphemes are 
added to a stem (“morphological added to a stem (“morphological 
component”, “lexicon”) = component”, “lexicon”) = lexicallexical

•• other rules apply “at the end”, when other rules apply “at the end”, when 
words are put into a sentence (in the words are put into a sentence (in the 
syntactic component) = syntactic component) = postlexicalpostlexical

•• rule ordering: postlexical rule ordering: postlexical rules always rules always 
apply after lexical rulesapply after lexical rules

Architecture of the grammarArchitecture of the grammar

underlying forms:underlying forms: /   …………  //   …………  /

lexical rules:lexical rules: ||

postlexical rules:postlexical rules: ||

phonetic forms:phonetic forms: [  …………… ][  …………… ]
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Two types of rulesTwo types of rules
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Morphology Morphology 

 Some (lexical) rules apply only to Some (lexical) rules apply only to 
nouns or to verbs, or only when a nouns or to verbs, or only when a 
particular  morpheme is addedparticular  morpheme is added

•• cf. cf. nation + alnation + al

nation + hoodnation + hood

•• +al triggers changes (vowel shortening) +al triggers changes (vowel shortening) 
in the stem, +hood does notin the stem, +hood does not

•• rule: V rule: V  short / __ alshort / __ al

•• must be a must be a lexical lexical rulerule
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ExceptionsExceptions

 Trisyllabic Trisyllabic shortening (shortening (lexicallexical rule)rule)

 Exceptions:Exceptions: obese obese –– obobeesitysity

nice nice –– nniicetycety

 Variation: Variation: private private –– prpriivacy vacy 
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Structure preservationStructure preservation

 Lexical rules Lexical rules can only create can only create 
phonemes of the languagephonemes of the language

 E.g. English aspiration: creates E.g. English aspiration: creates 
aspirated plosives, which are not aspirated plosives, which are not 
phonemic in English phonemic in English 

•• so this must be a so this must be a postlexicalpostlexical rulerule

•• so it cannot have exceptionsso it cannot have exceptions

•• so it must be blind to morphology so it must be blind to morphology 
1010

Native speaker intuitionsNative speaker intuitions

 Speakers are not aware of Speakers are not aware of 
application of postlexical rulesapplication of postlexical rules

•• e.g. aspiration in English /p/e.g. aspiration in English /p/

 [p] in pill = [p] in spill = [p] in lip[p] in pill = [p] in spill = [p] in lip

•• “automatic” rules“automatic” rules

•• not necessary to include in the not necessary to include in the 
dictionary dictionary 
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Word boundariesWord boundaries

 Lexical rules (by definition) apply to Lexical rules (by definition) apply to 
words, so cannot apply across word words, so cannot apply across word 
boundaries (when words are put boundaries (when words are put 
together into a sentence)together into a sentence)

•• e.g. voicing in Dutche.g. voicing in Dutch —— s ] [ d s ] [ d ——

zz

•• must be postlexicalmust be postlexical

•• so has the same set of predictions (no so has the same set of predictions (no 
exceptions, etc.)exceptions, etc.)
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Phonology and morphologyPhonology and morphology

 Some morphological rules make use Some morphological rules make use 
of phonological informationof phonological information

 E.g. English comparative or E.g. English comparative or 
superlative formation:superlative formation:
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Recent research Recent research 

 Two ways of forming English Two ways of forming English 
comparatives and superlatives:comparatives and superlatives:

•• --erer //--estest “synthetic”“synthetic”

•• more / mostmore / most “analytic”“analytic”

(Zhu (Zhu HaibinHaibin 2013 SISU MA Thesis)2013 SISU MA Thesis)

 Apparently, shift taking place from Apparently, shift taking place from 
synthetic to analyticsynthetic to analytic

•• makes makes sensesense

•• lots of interesting forms, e.g. ‘drunk’lots of interesting forms, e.g. ‘drunk’ 1313

Zhu Zhu HaibinHaibin quotequote

 ""CuriouserCuriouser and and curiousercuriouser!" cried Alice !" cried Alice 
(she was so much surprised, that for (she was so much surprised, that for 
the moment she quite forgot how to the moment she quite forgot how to 
speak good English). speak good English). 

Alice’s Adventures in WonderlandAlice’s Adventures in Wonderland, , 

by Lewis Carroll by Lewis Carroll 
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Model of phonologyModel of phonology
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To the phoneticsTo the phonetics
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Phonetic implementationPhonetic implementation

 Languages and speakers differ in their Languages and speakers differ in their 
pronunciation of the “same” syllable pronunciation of the “same” syllable 

•• very “lowvery “low--level” effectslevel” effects

•• still important for social status still important for social status 
(sociolinguistics) or “foreign accent” (L2(sociolinguistics) or “foreign accent” (L2--
learning)learning)

 Different models of phonetic Different models of phonetic 
implementationimplementation

•• Interpolation models (e.g. tone)Interpolation models (e.g. tone)

•• GestureGesture--based modelsbased models
1919

ConclusionConclusion

 Different Different kindskinds of rulesof rules
•• some phonological, some phonetic some phonological, some phonetic 

 Important distinction: lexical vs. postlexicalImportant distinction: lexical vs. postlexical
•• morphology is crucialmorphology is crucial

•• tells us something about the tells us something about the organisationorganisation of the of the 
grammar as a wholegrammar as a whole

 Returning to ‘dictionary’ notation: /Returning to ‘dictionary’ notation: /llktkt/: this /: this 
is the output of lexical rules (voice is the output of lexical rules (voice 
assimilation for the past tense), but no assimilation for the past tense), but no 
postlexical rules have appliedpostlexical rules have applied
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HomeworkHomework

 Read chapter carefully; prepare any questionsRead chapter carefully; prepare any questions

 Don’t forget Don’t forget WordWord--ofof--thethe--DayDay
•• onon--line: line: 

http://elearning.shisu.edu.cn/mod/glossary/view.phttp://elearning.shisu.edu.cn/mod/glossary/view.p
hp?id=1927hp?id=1927

 Exercises: Qs 85 and Exercises: Qs 85 and 8686

 MidMid--term deadline: April 28.term deadline: April 28.

 Thank youThank you


